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A holiday home in Ibiza decorated in natural
tones and with a cool vintage vibe makes a
tranquil escape for the owner.
Photographs & words MICHAEL PAUL

This page Above a vintage cabinet in the living room is Caroline’s favourite piece in the house – a striking 70s zodiac sign from Antiques & Modern Design in Miami. A pair of
70s ceramic and lucite lamps came from Cashmere Buffalo in Palm Beach, and the white coral was bought in Miami. Opposite page The entrance hall is lined in Ibiza Blanco
marble. Pierre Paulin ‘Ribbon’ chair from Antiques & Modern Design. A pair of Mies van der Rohe ‘Barcelona’ stools sit under a shelf displaying a vintage gold lamp.
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he energy of the place is truly magical,” says Caroline Legrand of her
new home on the island of Ibiza. “Everyday when I meditate I feel
deeply grateful that I am custodian of this little piece of paradise.” Set
in a tranquil oasis of scented pines, swaying palms and perfumed
orange blossom, Can Mimosa, named for its large mimosa trees, is a
rare jewel in an island known more for its sybaritic lifestyle than as a peaceful refuge.
“I feel a deep connection with nature and the earth here,” says Caroline. “I love the
trees full of birds, the subtropical flowers, and cooking with the produce from my
organic vegetable garden and orchard.”
Belgian-born Caroline, who is a successful London-based interior designer,
originally owned a home in St Tropez but had been coming to Ibiza for many years
with her two children to visit friends and enjoy the social life that the island offers.
“I rented for the first time for four weeks last year and realised that this was definitely
my favourite place in Europe,” she says. So with a firm budget in mind she began
house hunting in the Porroig and San José area, close to Ibiza town and within easy
reach of the airport and the island’s most beautiful beaches. “I was extremely lucky
to see this house first and was just blown away by the land and the beauty of the
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This page The arched windows in the living room admit plenty of light. Travertine and
glass coffee table from Millstein Modern in Palm Beach sits on an alpaca rug from ABC
Carpets in New York. Opposite page, clockwise from top left Blanco Ibiza marble lines
the entrance. Vintage 60s gold lacquered desk and stool from Circa Who in Palm
Beach is positioned behind a glass screen. Mediterranean cypress and pine trees line
the stone path to the house. Vintage ceramic lamp from Sold on Dixie in Palm Beach
sits on a 70s scroll-style lacquered table from Circa Who. Rare 70s Milo Baughman
olive wood credenza holds a pair of 80s Murano glass lamps all from Sold on Dixie.
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gardens,” she says. “The first thing I did was touch the ground ... an instant connection. I saw
another 10 houses or so in various locations but this house had already stolen my heart.”
Caroline’s vision for her holiday home was clear from the outset. “I wanted to keep the
interior cool in both senses of the word while keeping an easy connection with the outdoors.
“After all, it’s a summer house so it had to be light and airy but avoid that all-white supermodern look which is so popular on the island.” So she used a palette of creams and off-whites
with a touch of caramel, tobacco and stone – natural tones and textures that blend together.
This palette suited the monochromatic marble surfaces (Blanco Ibiza, a local marble) which
presented an ideal canvas for the sophisticated 70s vibe she envisaged.
Natural materials as well as organic fabrics were important additions: shaggy rugs, rattan,
and organic wool curtains, along with cork wallpaper in the cabana added warmth and a certain
retro quirkiness. “My interior design scheme really started when I visited Miami the week after
I bought the house,” Caroline says. “I saw a few pieces which formed the core of the interior
and it built from there.” She spent three days combing the design district and the vintage stores
on N125th Street until she found the furniture she wanted. She also sourced items in London,
mostly from the Conran Shop, and then went to Maison et Objet in Paris to buy china and
glassware as well as lamps and chairs from Pols Potten in Amsterdam. Other items such as a
vintage German vase collection and chic sofa pillows came from Absolute Flowers & Home,
owned by a London friend. The end result is a carefully curated mix of beautiful vintage and
designer pieces from legendary names such as Pierre Paulin, Milo Baughman, Harvey Probber,
Claudio Salocchi, Tom Dixon and Roger Capron which she has cleverly combined with
evocative artworks from Peter Beard, David Benjamin Sherry, Ryan McGinley, Christopher
Wool, Adrian Stern and Claudio Conti.
Once the interior of the house was sorted, Caroline turned her attention to the outside. As
entertaining is an important part of Ibiza life, she focused on designing a garden chill-out area

“It’s a summer house so it had to be light and airy but
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These pages In the living room, a pair of 80s
marshmallow cream chairs and ottomans, found in a
Palm Beach store, are arranged around a 70s travertine
and glass coffee table from Millstein Modern and sit on
an alpaca rug from ABC Carpets. Milo Baughman sofa
in original fabric came from Visiona in Miami.

avoid that all-white super-modern look that is so popular.”
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This page On the landing is a seahorse coffee table from Millstein Modern and B&B Italia chairs from Sold on Dixie. Artwork by Gary Hume. The view is to Caroline’s
dressing room. Opposite page Cork wallpaper by Philip Jeffries is a quirky backdrop to a reproduction ‘Hand’ chair. The artwork was found in a Barcelona market.
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with a large wooden dining table and outdoor kitchen-cum-barbecue, along with a sunken
seating area centred around a dramatic pine tree. “It was hard to think vintage for this area,”
she says, “but it had to go with the style of the whole house so simplicity was the key. Adding
two vintage rattan Palm Beach chairs pulled the story together.”
Caroline’s practised eye has resulted in a simple yet elegant summer home that has been
beautifully considered, balancing both glamour with earthiness. Her aesthetic is based on the
premise of “living with things that give me joy every time I look at them”, she says. “That’s why
everything is vintage ... mostly 1970s with a little 60s here and there and a few 80s pieces in the
living room. I love the fact that all is recycled from other people and other countries,” she adds.
Through renovating this home in Ibiza, Caroline has found where her heart belongs.
“I have fallen in love with the land … being here makes me really happy!” she says.
For more go to carolinelegranddesign.com.
SPEED READ
» Busy London-based interior designer Caroline Legrand
has created a tranquil retreat for her family on the hip
island of Ibiza. » The home has a cool vintage vibe thanks
to a collection of 70s pieces mainly sourced in Miami, set
against a backdrop of natural tones and organic textures.
» Designer items by such iconic names as Pierre Paulin,
Tom Dixon and Milo Baughman have anchored the breezy
scheme that balances glamour and earthiness.

This page, clockwise from top left Two vintage rattan chairs bought in Miami sit on the palm-fringed terrace overlooking the pool. A cluster of Tom Dixon ‘Mirror Ball’
lights illuminate Night Sky by photographer Ryan McGinley. The outdoor chill-out area has a long table from La Silla in Ibiza with bench seats made to match.
The hanging lamps are fishing nets from the Philippines. A vintage hessian-framed mirror in Caroline’s bathroom adds an organic feel to the space. Opposite page
A vintage rattan headboard and side tables from Circa Who in Palm Beach are offset by an oversized Pols Potten table lamp. Rug from Stark Carpet in London.
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